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Management of Acute Coronary Syndromes (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	In this second edition of his highly acclaimed book, Christopher P. Cannon, MD, and a team of preeminent clinical investigators have thoroughly revised and expanded every chapter to reflect the recent explosion of clinical trials on the management of acute coronary syndromes (ACS). This includes: the newer tests, such as C reactive protein; a...
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Visual Studio Code Distilled: Evolved Code Editing for Windows, macOS, and LinuxApress, 2018

	
		Use Visual Studio Code to write and debug code quickly and efficiently on any platform, for any device, using any programming language, and on the operating system of your choice.

	
		Visual Studio Code is an open source and cross-platform development tool that focuses on code editing across a variety of development...
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The Transparency Edge: How Credibility Can Make or Break You in BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In The Transparency Edge, leadership expert Barbara Pagano  demonstrates that a clear and open business policy is a powerful management  tool. Backed by exclusive research of thousands of executives at Fortune 500  companies, this comprehensive guide to what-you-see-is-what-you-get leadership  shows you how to practice a transparent...
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The Requirements Engineering Handbook (Artech House Technology Management and Professional Development Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This book is intended as a concise but thorough ready reference for requirements
analysts (RAs)—those who are assigned to determine the requirements
for planned systems and software, both in computing and engineering.
It is a desk guide/handbook that focuses on how RAs can best perform their
work.

The...
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Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2001
If you can think of the problem, Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook probably has the solution--at least when it comes to networking problems. This 714-page tome is absolutely phenomenal in scope. Though you may not find in-depth scholarly discussions of networking woes, you will find pragmatic tips that can help you through an...
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Inside Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Web ServicesMicrosoft Press, 2007
Dive deep into the architecture of Exchange Web Servicesand master the intricacies for accessing data with the new, unifying API. Exchange Web Services offers new functionality, replacing old, disparate APIs. This practical guide introduces developers to Exchange Web Services. It includes comprehensive, in-depth coverage of the architecture and key...
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Jenkins: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is aimed at relatively technical readers, though no prior experience with
		Continuous Integration is assumed. You may be new to Continuous Integration, and
		would like to learn about the benefits it can bring to your development team. Or, you
		might be using Jenkins or Hudson already, and want to discover how you can...
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Data-Driven Security: Analysis, Visualization and DashboardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures


	Security professionals need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order to prevent security breaches and attacks. This careful guide explores two of the most powerful ? data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how to...
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C++ 2013 for C# DevelopersApress, 2014

	C++/CLI was originally envisioned as a high-level assembler for the .NET runtime, much like C is often considered a high-level assembler for native code generation. That original vision even included the ability to directly mix IL with C++ code, mostly eliminating the need for the IL assembler ilasm.

	

	As the design of C++/CLI...
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Software Development: Building Reliable SystemsPrentice Hall, 1999

80% of software projects fail -- here&rsquo;s why the other 20% succeed!

 				Software Development is the most thorough, realistic guide to "what works" in software development - and how to make it happen in your organization. Leading consultant Marc Hamilton tackles all three key components of...
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Deploying Cisco Voice over IP SolutionsCisco Press, 2001
If you've got a wide area network (WAN) already, putting interoffice voice traffic on it is an obvious application for it. Voice signals take up so little bandwidth, and the cost savings can be so significant, that Voice over IP (VoIP) deserves serious consideration. However, you can easily throw away years of cost savings by bringing in...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	The authoritative, example-rich guide to Microsoft’s powerful reporting platform


	With Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services you can quickly deliver relevant business intelligence data wherever it’s needed–across the entire enterprise, and through the entire reporting lifecycle. SQL...
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